
 

 

Maths 
 Recognise and write decimal equivalents of any number of tenths or 

hundredths 

 Find the effect of dividing a one or two digit number by 10 or 100.  

 Convert between different units of measure (eg: kilometres to metres).  

 Add decimals to make whole numbers. 

 Compare and order numbers with up to 2 decimal places. 

 Round numbers with one decimal place to the nearest whole number. 

 Recognise and write decimal equivalents to quarters and halves. 

 Estimate, compare, order and calculate different amounts of money. 

 Solve problems involving money.  

 Identify, compare and order acute, obtuse and right angles. 

 Describe, compare and classify shapes (including quadrilaterals and 
triangles) based on their properties and size. 

 Identify all lines of symmetry in 2D shapes. 
 

In the first quadrant:  

 Describe positions on a 2D grid as coordinates. 
 Plot coordinates on a 2D grid and draw sides to complete given 2D shapes. 

 Describes movements on a 2D grid as translations to the left / right and up / 
down. 

 

RE  

What is the Trinity? 

Pupils will understand 
that Christians believe 
God is Trinity: Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit. 
Pupils will understand 
that Christians believe 
the Holy Spirit is God’s 
power at work in the 
world and in their lives 

Writing - RP 
Children will write an explanation text about the decline 

of the Indian tiger population. They will then write 

about what is being done to help the tiger population to 

recover. 

Children will learn about play scripts. They will then 

write their own play script. 

 

Topic outline 

Coasts and Conservation 

 

Geography  

The children will be 

locating major rivers 

using Google Earth. 

Identifying river 

features as well as 

erosion/deposition.  

Exploring river 

conservation. 

Learning grid 

references and map 

symbols.  

 

DT – AD 

We will be looking at lighthouses – their 

function and form. 

We will be designing our own and creating a 

working electrical circuit to show the use of 

the light.  

 

PE & Games  

Rounders (in school) – learning the skills and 

rules to play this striking and fielding game. 

Athletics – learning the different techniques for: 

sprinting, longer distance running, long and 

high jump and javelin, discus and shot throwing.  

Science  

States of matter 

The children will be learning 

about solids, liquids and gases 

and naming examples of each. 

They will look in more detail at 

the properties of certain types of 

gas. 

The children will be able to 

identify the part played by 

evaporation and condensation in 

the water cycle. 

They will learn that water can be 

a solid, liquid and gas; that 

changes occur with heating / 

cooling and these changes can be 

reversible. 

Computing-   

In school, we will be 

creating animated 

movies using IMotion. 

At home, use 

Publisher, PowerPoint 

and Word to make 

posters, cards 

presentations and final 

drafts.  Continue 

practising touch typing 

and TTRockstars. 

 

French  

This term’s vocabulary 

will include: 

Likes and dislikes, 
numbers 12 -31, 
weather, clothes, 
planning a trip to 
France and learning the 
game of Pétanque 
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Reading - Poetry 
The book this term is called, ‘The Lost Words’ 
by Jackie Morris and Robert Macfarlane. It is a 

book of acrostic, beautifully written poems. 
Pupils will explore the language in the poems 
and develop their personal opinions, ability to 
compare and attitudes to poetry. We will also 

have the opportunity to write our own ‘lost 
word’ poem in the style of the authors to show 

our understanding of the poetry and the 
language. 

Spelling - RP 
Continue to learn the Year 3 and statutory spelling 
words. 
Develop knowledge of spelling patterns including tion, 
sion, homophones and prefixes. 


